
                                                                               APPLICATION PACK FOR: 

NEXT CHOREOGRAPHY FACILITATOR 

 
We are looking for a highly motivated independent dance artist to join our team at Siobhan Davies Dance and develop and 

facilitate our cornerstone programme for young people, Next Choreography. We are looking for a dance artist to develop 

and facilitate Next Choreography here at Siobhan Davies Dance and at external youth services and youth community arts 

organisations.  

Next Choreography is delivered through an enquiry-led and participant-centred approach to choreography. It has been 

delivered for the past four years at Siobhan Davies Studios for 54 young artist participants. This first phase of the 

programme has shown that this methodology and the expertise of the dance artists facilitating the programme, Charlotte 

Spencer and Amy Bell, enables a supportive and empowering programme for young people where learning and 

transformation are achieved through embodied questioning, relational process and collaboration. The Next Choreography 

course works to support young people to embark on artistically ambitious and rigorous processes, develop deep questions 

for their artistic practices, create high quality work and locate a supportive framework, space and community for their 

practice to continue to develop long-term.   

 

In 2019 Next Choreography will be delivered across two terms at Siobhan Davies Dance (SDD). Through 2.5-hour weekly 

workshops that encompass the themes of Discovering, Making, and Sharing, the Next Choreography course at SDD 

encourages up to 15 participants, aged 16-22 years, to develop interdisciplinary choreographic practices.  Valuing the role 

of enquiry-led learning and critically positioned outside of formal training, Next Choreography is an invitation for young 

people who are choreographically curious, regardless of previous formal dance training. We welcome participants from a 

broad range of backgrounds and experiences.   

 

Following four successful years, Siobhan Davies Dance are expanding the vision of Next Choreography in order to 

increase the range of opportunities available for young people to engage with choreography. Alongside the two-term 

course held here at SDD, Next Choreography will be offered as a short-course in partnership with external youth services 

and youth community arts organisations. These workshops will be facilitated using SDD’s enquiry-led, participant-centred 

methodology and will be planned to meet the needs and requirements of the external setting and to best engage the 

participants within the given context. We are looking for a facilitator who will be able to work effectively with young people 

in a range of settings as well as deliver the course at SDD. We are currently fundraising for considerable extended activity 

in this area; we would like to appoint a dance artist who can work with us on the development and delivery of this exciting 

and important new activity. 

Making choreography more accessible is essential to promoting the next generation of choreographers and audiences, and 

ensuring the future success of the art-form. We would like appoint a dance artist who is dedicated to making choreography 

more accessible and has an awareness of the access barriers that exist in dance, including those around aesthetic 

hierarchies and how these hierarchies impact on access to engagement. Experience and understanding of working in 

diverse dance forms and aesthetics is essential for this post for this reason.  
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The Next Choreography Facilitator will develop and deliver all aspects of the programme with Siobhan Davies Dance. The 

facilitator will work with diverse young people, supporting them to develop informed individual opinions, an artistic voice, 

and a collaborative and proactive approach to their future involvement in the arts. We are looking for a dynamic dance 

artist who has a genuine interest in engaging young people in the arts and supporting their progression. The role will suit a 

dance artist who has an in-depth knowledge of the contemporary arts and choreography and can create and facilitate 

experiences and opportunities for participants in these fields. In previous years we have held a Next Choreography Festival 

that has been an accumulation of the work that participants have developed throughout the course. SDD would like to hold 

a Next Choreography Festival to culminate the 2019 programme (funding dependent); if we are able to hold this event, the 

appointed person would be required to work with the Next Choreography participants to create, produce and deliver the 

festival. 

 

The term of this position runs from October 2018 – July 2019. Handover meetings and participant recruitment will take 

place from October – December 2018. The Next Choreography programme held at SDD runs from January 2019 – June 

2019.  

 

The appointed facilitator must be able to deliver a short series of taster workshops in November 2018 at an external youth 

setting in London. This will be part of the recruitment process for the January course. There is a possibility of further 

external workshops throughout the year (funding dependent).  

 

The appointed facilitator must also be available to attend a selection event for the new cohort of participants during the 

week beginning 3rd December. 

 

About Siobhan Davies Dance 

Founded and led by acclaimed choreographer Siobhan Davies since 1988, Siobhan Davies Dance (SDD) is an artist-led 

organisation that advances the art-forms of dance and choreography through supporting a sustainable ecology for artists to 

continue to create new work and engage audiences.  

SDD’s celebrated programme of activity includes curating and presenting performances, films, exhibitions, talks, events, 

classes and courses. We champion creative excellence within choreographic practice, opening up our work to new 

audiences and spaces, and sharing creative learning through our notable education work with children and young people.   

SDD connects artists and audiences through investigative, collaborative and interdisciplinary artistic activities at RIBA 

award-winning Siobhan Davies Studios (SDS) in London, and other venues nationally and internationally.  

Siobhan Davies Studios opened in 2006 and having recently completed a capital refurbishment of the building, we are 

looking forward with ambition at the next decade of what our Studios can be.  Siobhan Davies Studios were the realisation 

of Siobhan Davies’ long-standing goal of establishing a permanent base for the organisation and for independent dance 

artists. The Studios are a vibrant arts space in central London, filled with dance, film and visual art through a regular 

programme of exhibitions, performances, classes and new commissions from contemporary artists. 
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How to apply: 

 

We have included in this pack a job description and person specification to support your candidature, which we request be 

completed through our application form.  We ask that you pay particular attention to how you meet the person specification 

when completing your supporting statement.    

 

Please be aware that we will not accept applications by C.V. and covering letter, we will only accept completed application 

forms.   

 

To apply for this vacancy, please send your completed application form to us in a clearly marked envelope with the 

reference ‘NCF18’ to the address below or alternatively, you can send it by email to jobs@siobhandavies.com with NCF18 

and your name in the subject line. 

 

The deadline for applications is 10am on Monday 17th September 2018. We will not be able to accept late applications so 

please ensure that you application is submitted in good time for this deadline.     

 

We will be conducting interviews on Wednesday 3
rd

 October 2018; these will be held at our Studios in south London.  

Invited candidates will be asked to facilitate a short workshop with a group of young people alongside an interview.   

 

Please direct any queries about the role to Nancy May Ncube, Learning and Participation Producer, 

Nancyn@siobhandavies.com. 

 

We look forward to receiving your application, and thank you again for your interest in our organisation. 

 

 

 

Kind regards, 

 

Nancy May Ncube,  

Learning and Participation Producer 

 

Siobhan Davies Studios,  

85 St Georges Road, 

London, 

SE1 6ER 

 

  

mailto:jobs@siobhandavies.com
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JOB DESCRIPTION: 

Purpose of Post: 

 

The Next Choreography Facilitator will develop, plan and deliver Next Choreography, Siobhan Davies Dance’s youth 

programme, overseeing additional contributions from guest artists and organisations. The Facilitator will develop and 

deliver the Next Choreography course at Siobhan Davies Dance and will work closely with Siobhan Davies Dance on the 

development and delivery of Next Choreography workshops in external youth services and youth community arts 

organisations.  

Reports to & supported by: 

 

Learning and Participation Producer  

 

Key Responsibilities: 

1. Programme Development 

 Participate in a detailed handover from the previous Next Choreographer Facilitator and attend planning 

and development sessions as required to develop an overall programme delivery plan.  

 In partnership with Siobhan Davies Dance identify, invite, schedule and support guest artists and 

organisations to contribute to the programme; including opportunities for participants to meet artists, 

attend events, exhibitions and performances 

 Devise and develop detailed plans for the two-term Next Choreography programme for delivery for up to 

15 young people and disseminate these plans internally to the team. 

 As funding allows, devise and develop detailed plans for external Next Choreography workshops and 

courses at youth services and youth community arts organisations 

 Work closely with the Projects Coordinator to identify and communicate resource requirements in good 

time, keeping within budget restrictions at all times. 

 Contribute to the process of recruiting young people to participate in the programme; including identifying 

groups, venues and key people to contact, and planning and delivering appropriate content for 

recruitment workshops. 

 Support and develop a strategy to ensure there is a legacy in place for any new partnerships and 

outcomes of the programme. 

 Work with the Learning and Participation Producer and Communications Manager to provide detailed 

information for the development of a marketing strategy for the programme. 

 Undertake relevant safeguarding training prior to starting the programme in January  
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2. Programme Delivery  

 Facilitate one to one meetings with each of the participants to set and evaluate achievable personal goals 

for the programme  

 Devise and facilitate regular practical sessions with the participants across two terms in line with the 

agreed planning and in alignment with the enquiry-led, participant centred frame.  

 Devise and facilitate external Next Choreography workshops and courses at youth services and youth 

community arts organisations in line with the agreed planning and in alignment with the enquiry-led, 

participant centred frame.  

 Provide on-going support for the participants throughout the programme with consideration of their 

personal goals, identifying additional opportunities and progression routes. 

 Liaise with and support guest artists’ and organisations’ contributions to the programme. Monitor the 

progress of the programme’s activities and participant’s engagement to ensure ongoing commitment from 

the group; sharing any issues or concerns with the team to ensure swift resolution.  

 Write regular online blog entries about the programme including interviews with contributing guest artists 

and organisations. 

 Introduce and oversee the participants’ input into an online blog of their experiences throughout the 

programme. 

 

 

3. Documentation, Evaluation and Dissemination 

 Share outcomes of the sessions and strands of the programme through regular discussions and written 

reports.  

 Develop and implement methods to document, monitor and evaluate the programme including but not 

limited to photography, filming, audio recording discussions with participants, guest artists, organisations 

and partners for promotional, educational and archival purposes.  

 Maintain records of attendance and other statistical data for monitoring purposes. 

 Contribute to the dissemination of the programme’s outcomes  

 

  

4. General 

 Ensure that there is an effective flow of information regarding the programme throughout the organisation. 

 Communicate the organisation’s programme and profile with partners and stakeholders including but not 

limited to funders, local authorities, and other arts organisations. 

 Ensure that the organisation’s policies are upheld and adhered to at all times, including but not limited to: 

SDD criteria for participatory activities, Safeguarding Young People, Health & Safety and Equal 

Opportunities. 

 Attend performances, meetings, receptions and any events as required. 
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PERSON SPECIFICATION  

Essential 

 

1. An established artistic dance-based practice in choreography 

2. Professional experience working with young people in the arts. 

3. A well-developed understanding of access barriers to engagement in the contemporary dance sector and in arts 

organisations  

4. Comprehensive knowledge of choreography across the contemporary arts, including a curiosity for exploring 

choreographic methods in depth. 

5. Experience and understanding of working in/with diverse dance forms and aesthetics  

6. Knowledge of the youth dance and arts sector 

7. Knowledge of the contemporary arts sector 

8. Outstanding project/programme development and planning skills, including written documentation and 

presentation. 

9. A well developed position on working with difference in a facilitation context, particularly in regards to gender, race, 

class, religion, ability, ethnicity, sexual orientation, age and socio-economic status.   

10. Engaging facilitation skills, particularly working with young people in project delivery/ workshops.  

11. Experience of project management within a longer-term programme. 

12. Strong communication skills, both verbal and written. 

13. Perceptive and precise evaluation and monitoring skills. 

 

Desirable 

 

14. Established artistic practice in choreography with young people, community groups or professionals 

15. Demonstrable experience in coaching or mentoring young people. 

16. Knowledge of and interest in digital communications, especially as relating to how young people engage with 

online media. 

17. Experience of producing events. 

18. Good administrative skills. 

19. Knowledge of Siobhan Davies Dance and the practice of Siobhan Davies 
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TERMS OF EMPLOYMENT 

Contract terms 

Fixed-term freelance post from October 2018 - July 2019; this contract covers induction, planning and delivery of the 

programme within these dates. Commitment to the full term of delivery is essential. 

Regular contact time with participants will take place weekly throughout two terms (Thursday evenings 6-8.30pm, 10 

January- 18 July 2019). 

Induction, planning and development of the programme will begin in October 2018 with pilot workshops as part of the 

participant recruitment for the programme. 

This contract is an initial engagement; SDD aims to expand this programme for which the candidate would have first option 

for further work. 

 

Fee 

This engagement is offered at a fee of £3,680 which covers 20 sessions for course delivery, plus three days for induction, 

planning, recruitment and development in October 2018 - December 2018 and evaluation in July 2019 with the Producer.  

Any additional fees will be negotiated and contracted separately.  

Additional fees possible for extending the engagement: 

Taster workshops for recruitment in November (£225 fee for delivery of 3 short sessions); dates TBC 

Additional sessions of mentoring for participants (funding dependent, at day rate of £160) 

Supporting participants to deliver a day-long festival on 21 July with a festival preparation day on 20 July (funding 

dependent, potentially 5.5 days at £160 day rate) 

Additional delivery of workshops or short courses in partnership with youth services and youth community arts 

organisations. 

 

Training 

Sessions of induction and training will be arranged with the Producer and previous artist facilitator (dependent on 

availability). Payment for this time is included in the fee. 

Location 

Siobhan Davies Studios, 85 St Georges Road, London, SE1 6ER 

Next Choreography will be delivered at the Siobhan Davies Dance Studios and external youth services and youth 

community arts organisations in London. The programme allows for at least two trips for the participants to see artistic 

works at other venues, it is presumed that the Artist Facilitator will attend (ticket costs covered by SDD). 
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EQUAL OPPORTUNITIES  

 

Equal Opportunities Monitoring Form 

To help us monitor our equal opportunities policy, we would be grateful if you could complete the equal opportunities 

monitoring portion of the application form.  When your application is received, this form is removed and is not used during 

the short-listing process.  The information submitted is kept in the strictest confidence, following data protection 

requirements, and will only be used to monitor and analyse the progress of the organisation’s equal opportunity policy. 

 

Equal Opportunities Policy 

Siobhan Davies Studios is committed to ensuring: 

 

 the elimination of discrimination on the grounds of sex, marital status, parenthood, age, creed, colour, race, national 

origin, class, sexual orientation, economic deprivation, disability, HIV status or religious beliefs 

 that no potential or actual employee, or recipient of organisation services, receives less favourable treatment on the 

grounds of any of the above, or is disadvantaged by conditions or requirements which cannot be shown to be justifiable 

 the widest possible access to the organisation’s artistic work 

 that selection criteria and procedures for recruiting new employees be such that individuals are selected and treated on 

the basis of their relative merits and abilities 

 compliance with relevant UK laws on Equal Opportunities including the Equal Opportunities Act 2010, Employment Act 

2002, the Race Relations (Amendment) Act 2000, the Employment Rights Act 1996, Disability Discrimination Act 1995, 

the Equal Pay Act 1970, the Race Relations Act 1976, and the Sex Discrimination Act 1975, as well as European 

Union legislation and directives 

 

Siobhan Davies Dance has made a commitment that all disabled applicants who meet the minimum criteria for this job will 

be invited to interview. 

 

Please indicate if you have any access needs for interview, or please call Erin Gavaghan to discuss these on 020 7091 

9654. 

 

 

DATA PROTECTION 

The information you give in your application will be used to create a shortlist for interviews.  Any data about you will be held 

securely with access restricted to those involved in dealing with your application in the recruitment process. 

 

Your application will be kept on file for a maximum of six months and then destroyed in a confidential manner.  Any 

applications received after the closing date will be discarded immediately. 

 

Should any job opportunities arise in the future for which we think you may be suitable, we may send you application 

details about the vacancy.  In addition, we may contact you in the future for feedback on our recruitment procedures. 

 
 
  


